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Abstract Complicated crown fractures are a common

outcome of dental trauma. Various treatment options are

available for consideration. The preferred choice of treat-

ment though, is determined by multiple factors associated

with the nature of trauma itself. This case report highlights

the management of a cervical crown fracture by modifying

the clinical technique of an existing concept of the ‘‘Bio-

logic Post and Core’’ and integrating it with current

advances in adhesive technology, with an intention for

preservation and reinforcement of residual tooth structure.

The clinical success observed during subsequent patient

recall has given reason for optimism in considering the

employed method as a possible alternative to address this

area of prosthetic concern.
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Introduction

Traumatized anterior teeth require immediate attention in

terms of function and aesthetics as there is a social and

psychological effect on the patient [1]. Several factors are

to be taken into consideration during the management of

coronal fractures like the vitality of pulp, extent of fracture,

type of injury, the dental structures involved, ability to

restore the residual tooth/retrieve the tooth fragment,

occlusion and aesthetics, and lastly patient compliance [2].

Even with all the advances in the field of adhesive den-

tistry, no such restorative material exists that can reproduce

the aesthetic and functional needs as well as the natural

dentition.

Chosack and Eidelman [3] were the pioneers in the

concept of attaching tooth fragments in their natural form

over a cast metal post.

In clinical situations where the autogenous bonding of

the tooth fragment may not be possible as it may be lost or

irreversibly damaged, the possibility of use of fragments

obtained by means of extracted teeth, a technique known as

homogenous bonding or ‘‘Biological Restoration’’ was first

highlighted by Santos and Bianchi [4] in 1991 with suc-

cessful results.

Ever since several case reports have demonstrated the

benefits of the use of natural tooth structure in its entirety

or as fragments providing superior aesthetics, natural color

and anatomic form, preservation of sound tooth structure,

cost effectiveness and elimination of the need for complex

restorative materials and techniques [5–10].

This case report presents the successful placement of a

natural post and core foundation using a modification of the

existing procedures [11] wherein a natural tooth in com-

bination with adhesive techniques was utilized to restore a

fractured maxillary canine, where autogenous reattachment

of the coronal fragment had previously failed.

Case Report

An 18 year old male patient reported to the Department of

Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics with a complaint
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of a cracked and movable fragment of the left maxillary

canine. The patient gave a history of trauma 2 weeks back.

He had visited a private dentist who seemed to have reat-

tached the fractured fragment. However the fragment had

become mobile and the patient was experiencing pain and

sensitivity in the involved tooth.

On clinical examination, the involved tooth showed an

oblique complicated crown root fracture extending supra-

gingivally from the palatal side to the buccal aspect deep

subgingivally involving the enamel cementum junction.

The fractured fragment was separated from the rest of the

crown with the coronal fragment still attached to the buccal

gingiva. Clinically the pulp was exposed (Fig. 1a).

Intraoral periapical radiographic examination confirmed

the clinical findings related to the trauma showing a clear

oblique fracture line. Slight widening of the apical peri-

odontal ligament space was evident. (Fig. 1 b).Several

treatment options of post and core were presented includ-

ing that of the biologic post core. A written informed

consent from the patient was obtained to exercise the

option of a biologic post and core. The institutional review

board was appraised of the clinical option being planned

and an ethical clearance was sought in this regard prior to

initiating treatment.

Under local anaesthesia and rubber dam isolation,

cleaning and shaping of the root canal followed by obturation

with gutta percha and resin sealer (AH Plus, Dentsply,

Konstanz, Germany) using the lateral condensation tech-

nique was completed. The coronal root canal filling material

was removed to the apical one-third of the root.

The residual coronal tooth structure was prepared to

receive the biologic post and core. In order to obtain a

visual of the internal root canal anatomy of the fractured

canine, a direct wax pattern impression of the same was

taken only to serve as a three dimensional guide for the root

preparation of the donated extracted tooth (Fig. 2a).

A freshly extracted tooth, obtained from the Department

of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Clinic of the same

institution, presenting the approximate colour, root form

and dimensions of the wax pattern was then selected and

stored in 0.1 % thymol solution. The donor tooth belonged

to a healthy individual of 20 years of age with no known

medical history. Informed consent from the donor patient

was obtained. The tooth was extracted for orthodontic

reasons. In this case it was a mesiodens. The donor tooth

was thoroughly scaled and cleared of all soft tissues and

periodontal remnants. The tooth was then autoclaved using

the standardised autoclaving procedures of 121 �C, for

30 min as suggested by previous literature [12].

Root canal therapy was carried out with new unused set

of burs and files. The tooth was obturated with Gutta per-

cha and resin sealer (AH Plus, Dentsply, Konstanz, Ger-

many) and allowed to set overnight under sterile and humid

(37 �C) conditions. The following day the root was shaped

minimally to the approximate shape of the wax pattern to

function as a natural post using a new crown preparation kit

(Shofu Inc, Kyoto, Japan), under constant hydration to

avoid breakage and verified with radiograph. There was no

opportunity given to the tooth to be in a dehydrated state.

The prepared biologic post was cemented using dual cure

resin (Fig. 2b) (Calibra, Dentsply Caulk, Milford, DE,

USA).

Composite (Ceram X Duo,Dentsply,UK) was used for

reconstructing and shaping at the neck of the core to seal

any gaps and eliminate minute undercuts (Fig. 3a, b).Due

to the low socio economic status of the patient refused an

all ceramic crown. A porcelain fused to metal crown

preparation was done preserving as much of the coronal

tooth structure as possible in order to enable the axial walls

of the crown to externally brace the tooth (Fig. 4).

Retraction cord (UltraPack #00,Ultradent,Jodan,UT, USA)

was placed to displace the gingival tissues followed by an

Fig. 1 a Pre operative view of fractured maxillary left canine.

b Diagnostic radiograph of fractured maxillary left canine

Fig. 2 a Direct Wax pattern compared to Autoclaved donor tooth.

b Clinical view of biologic foundation restoration
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addition silicone impression (Aquasil Ultra, Dentsply,

USA).

Post operative clinical photographs and radiographs

were taken (Fig. 5a–c). 1 year recall radiograph is pre-

sented (Fig. 6).

Discussion

The most common type of traumatic injury affecting the

permanent dentition is a crown fracture especially in the

anterior teeth [13]. In such clinical situations the traditional

forms of management range from the more conservative

approach of autogenous reattachment of the crown frag-

ment to that of the post and core system. Literature shows

that the survival rates for the former are good [2]. How-

ever, in this case the reattachment was a failure, The

function of a post is to increase the surface area for resis-

tance and retention of the coronal fragment and transmit

and distribute occlusal forces to the apical area of the

remaining root. However, root fracture is the most common

form of failure associated with teeth restored with metal

posts due to their lack of resiliency in comparison to tooth

structure [14]. Remaining dentin thickness is a critical

factor in the resistance of the dentin/root restorative com-

plex during function [15]. Fibre posts are more flexible in

comparison to metal posts and result in better stress dis-

tribution along the root thereby resulting is lesser failures

[16].

In this case report, natural tooth substance or more

appropriately, ‘‘A biological foundation restoration’’ has

been used as an alternative to the conventional post and

core.

Biological restorations both autogenous and homoge-

nous not only mimic the missing part of the oral structures,

but are also biofunctional [17]. This concept allows for the

preservation of sound tooth structure and provides excel-

lent aesthetics below all ceramic crowns and has low cost

[18]. In addition being homogenous in nature, its similarity

in elasticity to that of surrounding dentin would allow for a

more uniform distribution of stress to the apical region

[19–21].

A few reported cases utilizing dentin as a post material

have shown successful outcomes [5, 7–10, 19–21]. These

claims have been substantiated with in vitro and in vivo

studies that concluded that teeth restored with dentin posts

exhibited equal or better fracture resistance than those

restored with fibre reinforced composite posts [22, 23] and

clinical performance of biological post and core and in-

tracanal reinforced composite were comparable [24].

Due to similar bonding structures, the cementing med-

ium creates a type of single unit or a monoblock effect

where the materials are compatible with each other [25].

Also since they are made up of the same natural material,

they do not cause stress to the dentin in the manner that is

observed with synthetic post core systems [19, 20].

In this case the donor tooth was received from a healthy

individual of 20 years of age group extracted for ortho-

dontic reasons with no known medical of familial history.

The donor tooth was sterilized by steam autoclaving at

121 �C for 30 min at 15 lbs psi as recommended by Kumar

et al. [12]. Furthermore this sterilization protocol did not

significantly alter the functional characteristics of the teeth

with respect to bonding [26, 27].

The preferred material would have been an all ceramic

prosthesis. The natural colour and structure of the biolog-

ical core would add to the highest aesthetics and optimum

bonding with enamel as opposed to a synthetic core.

However the patient remained non compliant due to

financial reasons.

The newer dual adhesive systems have the advantage of

complete polymerisation and filling up any possible gaps

existing at tooth post core interface.

Fig. 3 a Clinical view of core build up with composite. b Post

cementation radiograph of biologic foundation restoration

Fig. 4 Clinical view of prepared core
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The biologic post and core concept can be applied in

clinical situations such as excessive loss of coronal tooth

structure, large irregularly shaped canals and orifice and

overzealous preparation of the root canal.

Disadvantages of the biological restoration technique

using an intact natural tooth exist. There is difficulty in

obtaining teeth with the required coronal dimensions and

characteristics. The technique has its applications limited

to anterior teeth. A thorough medical history of the donor

patient should be carried out to rule out the possibility of

any medical issues that may contradict the placement of the

donor tooth in the recipient patient. Also acceptance by the

patient to receive a tooth from another person, which can

be overcome by emphasising the techniques of sterilization

applied [25].

To conclude, this case report opens an introductory

avenue in support of the clinical implications of using an

intact natural tooth substance as a post and core.

When comparing the costs of intraradicular post core

systems, the biological post and core foundation offers a

cost effective treatment option using recycled natural tissue

which would otherwise been wasted. Successful outcome

of this case and similar clinical cases previously cited

should ignite the need for human tooth banks in dental

institutions and an increased focus on stricter sterilization

protocols to ensure that all biosecurity standards are met.

Further long term studies are needed however to assess

adhesion, fracture resistance and clinical outcome of this

procedure to fully comprehend the benefits of this tech-

nique and make it a more acceptable practice among dental

clinicians and patients at large.
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